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Msg #1405 A Secure and Significant ValentineWhat The Bible Says Good Samaritan's Penny Pulpit by Pastor Ed Rice A youth pastor gets to ask many young

couples, “Exactly why do you two want to get married?” The answer rarely changes, “We are in love.” Love has more depth than mere teenagers can understand, but

marriage has more depth than most adults ever grasp. Love is three dimensional and two directional. It has a physical dimension, an emotional dimension, and a

spiritual dimension. A person is designed to both give love in these three dimensions, and to receive love in these three dimensions. Anything less results in

frustration of ones deeper purpose. God sets up marriage for leaving father and mother, and cleaving only two a spouse for love in all three dimensions. For a fulfilled

purpose this must include two additional aspects, each having the three dimensions. Leaving and cleaving to only one for giving and receiving love, for giving and

receiving significance, plus for giving and receiving security. That's nine dimensions. Missing any one of these dimensions in marriage produces a frustrated,

unfulfilled individual. People are complex, relationships are complexer. Deal with it. Imagine going through life, a year, or even a week, being significant to NO

ONE. The married need to show physical, emotional, and spiritual significance to their spouse. How significant have you made your spouse feel? Marriage itself is

designed to provide physical, emotional, and spiritual security to the husband and wife. How secure have you made your spouse feel? It behooves us all to focus a

little more on God's design for our marriages, it is a mirror for his security, significance, and love for us. It is February. A good time to explore and inspect all nine

dimensions and both working directions of our marriages. And so to for our relationship with our Creator and Lord Jesus Christ. An Essay for week #5 02/02/2014In

paperback at www.lulu.com/spotlight/GSBaptistChurch 
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